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H διάλεξη αςηή γίνεηαι διαδικηςακά ζηα πλαίζια ηων πποβλημάηων ηος Covid-19. Οι 

διαθάνειερ είναι μόνο για διεςκόλςνζη ηων θοιηηηών για ηο εξ αποζηάζεωρ μάθημα και δεν 

έσοςν κανένα ζηόσο εμποπικήρ εκμεηάλλεςζηρ. Επίζηρ παπακαλώ ηοςρ θοιηηηέρ να ηιρ 

κπαηήζοςν μόνο για ηοςρ εαςηούρ ηοςρ και ηιρ εξεηάζειρ ηοςρ. 



Some Introduction 

 

 

Basically, the resistivity of some metals, alloys and ceramics 

drops suddenly to 0 at sufficient low temperatures. This 

phenomenon called superconductivity was found in 

1911 by Kamerlingh Onnes in Leiden 1911. Three years 

earlier the liquidification of He was achieved. 



Superconductivity Calendar 



Meissner Effect 

 

 

A superconductor in a weak magnetic field acts as a perfect 

diamagnet, χ = -1. When a sample is placed in a field 

and cools down through Tc the mugnetic flux is ejected 

out of the specimen. This Meissner effect can be used 

for magnetic levitation (photo from March 1987). 



 

 



Type I and type II Superconductors 



              1950: The isotopic effect 



London Theory 

Could we find a simple equation such as Ohm’s law j = σΕ 

for the Meissner effect?  

This is the London equation: j = (-1/μ0λL
2)Α  

Lamda is the penetration depth of a magnetic field in the 

superconductor 

 

                                  B(x) = B(0)e-x/λ
L 

 

 

 



Coherence Length ξ 



The BCS Theory of Superconductivity 
The microscopic theory put forward by Bardeen, Cooper and Schruffier (BCS) 

is the basis of quantum theory of Superconductivity. The fundamental 

postulate of BCS theory is that when an attractive interaction between two 

electrons by means of phonon exchange dominates the repulsive coulomb 

interaction then the superconducting state is formed. 

Electron-phonon-electron interaction : During an interaction of an electron with a 

positive ion of the lattice through electrostatic coulomb force, some electron 

momentum get transferred. As a result, these ions set up elastic wave in the lattice 

due to distortion.  If another electron happens to pass through this region then the 

interaction between two occurs which in its effect lowers the energy of the second 

electron. The two electrons interact via the lattice distortion or the phonon field 

resulting in the lowering of energy of the electron which implies the force between 

two electrons is attractive. This interaction is strongest when two electrons have 

equal and opposite moments and spin and this pair is known as cooper pair. 



                      Cooper pairs 

When the temperature of the specimen is lowered, if the attractive force 

between two electrons via a phonon exceeds coulomb repulsion 

between them, then a weakly bound cooper pair is formed having the 

binding energy of the order of 10-3 eV. The energy of Cooper pair is 

less than the energy of the pair in free state. The binding energy of 

cooper pair is called energy bang gap, Eg. When h  Eg strong 

absorption occurs as the cooper pairs break apart. 

 

The electrons in cooper pair have opposite spins so the total spin of the 

pair is zero. As a result cooper pairs are bosons whereas electrons are 

fermions. 



The BCS Theory of Superconductivity 



         Flux Quantization in a sc ring 



                      Josephson Effect 



                      High Tc Superconductors 
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Superconductivity Applications 


